began to contribute invaluable treatises on war, archery and chivalry. It is a pity that very few of these have survived, whether Arabic or Persian. Some of the treatises were the translations of books written in Latin, Greek, Persian or Sanskrit. One can say that by the tenth century, the Arabs had an art of war of their own.
As a specimen to the medieval military literature of the Arabs in Iraq, Egypt and Spain, I shall mention the following treatises.
1. Mukhtasar Siasat al-Hurub: written by Abu Sa'id al-Sha'arsny al-Harthamy who flourished circa 848, during the reign of the two Abbassid caliphs : al-Ma'amim and al-Mutawakil.
It is an outline in the strategy of war, most probably abridged from an earlier and larger work. The manuscript of the outline exists at Koprilli Library in Istambul (l). The outline includes forty titles on military discipline, characteristics of leaders, mobilisation and ambushes, etc.
2. Tabsirat Arbab al-Albiib fi kaifiyat al-najiit fi al-hurub (2) ; written by Murda ibn (son) Ali ibn Murda al-~arssusi, on the demand of Sultan Salah el-Din (circa 1187). Among the important contents of the treatise are the fellowing titles: (1) It is an outline in the strategy of war, most probably abridged from an earlier and larger work. The manuscript of the outline exists at Koprilli Library in Istambul (l). The outline includes forty titles on military discipline, characteristics of leaders, mobilisation and ambushes, etc. On the qualities of the Chamberlain. 4. On the qualities of the Governors. 5 . On the qualities of the judges. 6 . On the duties of taxes collectors and the officers of administration. 7. On the duties of officers in the Sultan's court. 8 . On how to deal with the employees of the Government. 9. On counsel. 10. On the qualities of the delegates when sent on mission. 11. On the qualities of a messenger when sent to the Sultan and how to deal with him. 12. On the role of a spy or agent seeking after information.
On gathering wealth, provision and war equipments; and how to attract men-of-war. On meeting the enemy and employing ruses. On keeping secrets. On sending a detachment. On the cautiousness of the enemy. On following the true enterprises of the enemy. On making the troops excited for battle. On attacking enemy lines and employing ruses, and tricks. On attacking fortresses and making siege, using tricks to a good effect. On the use of authority and power, and the efforts after good reputation. About employing tricks and ruses when you are besieged by the enemy. On using solidity when victory is not attained, and any more ruses do not serve you (3). It is a work on tactics, stratagems and ruses.
5. Al-adillah al-rasmiyah fi al-ta'iribi al-harbiyah: written by Muhammad ibn Manikly, head of the Sultan's guard in the reign of al-Ashraf Sha'ban (ruled 1362-1376). The treatise deals with the military systems and tactics of the Franks, Greeks, Turks, Arabs, and Rurds (4).
6. Al-tadbirat al-sult5niyah fi siyrisat al-sand'i al-harbiyah: written also by Muhammad ibn Manikly (5 4. KiUib al-badii'i wa al-asrar fi haqiqat al-radd wa al-intisiir wa gh:-,mid mfl ijtama'at 'alayhi al-rumat fi al-amsiir: written by Muhammad ibn 'Ali ibn Asbagh al-Harawi, probably the son of the previous Harawi.
It is a work on tactics, stratagems and ruses. 9. Kitiib al-mubarak fi ma'rifat la'b al-dabbus wa al-sira' 'alii alkhayal 'ind mul{lq~lt al-khasm fi awkiit al-hurub: the author's name is unknown, but the only copy in 'Istambul is dated 779 HI 1377. The treatise explains the steps to be taken when engaged in single combat and the methods of wielding various weapons while astride, particularly the mace (7).
10. Tafrij al-Kurub fi tadbir al-hurub: written by 'Umar ibn Ibrahim al-Awsi al-Ansari, in the reign of the Mamluk Sultan Malik Faraj ibn Barquq (1399-1411). There exist two manuscripts: one in Istambul, and the other was found in the Yahuda collection, now being catalogued in Princeton (8) . It is a manuscript on Moslem warfare written by the author in the 15th century. He says that he pursued his research and wrote his treatise for two types of readers: «1) he who chances upon it of the Sultan's noble commanders and the leaders of his armies; and 2) he among them who did not experience the path of war, because of the youth of his age ... »
The manuscript includes an introduction and twenty books (chapters) as follows:
Book one: About caution in time of peace when the ruler resides in his capital.
Book two: About agents and spies flnd what is pertinent in this matter.
